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Cash Trap Revised
An addictively challenging board game for 2, 3 or 4 players

SET UP

Each Player chooses any one side to start
their play from.

Place the money bag playing pieces onto
the board on the matching colored money
bag symbols. Start from the middle 2
squares and work outwards equally. The
amount placed is relative to the number of
players and your ideal play time. See
'Number of Players Chart.'

Any unused 'Money Bags' are not required
and can be set aside for use in future
games.

Place a quantity of 'Cash Traps' ( the long
black hexagon shapes ) on the game board
inside the larger center square. Once play
starts, if more are needed, just replenish.

Give each player all 14 cards that are the
same color as their money bags.

Each player shuffles their own cards and
deals 4 cards facedown to themselves. Keep
your remaining cards facedown and put
them in a convenient place that only you
need to draw from.

OBJECTIVE
By using Action Cards, Cash Traps and Tactical Play, move all your money bags from your
starting places to your opposite side of the board (The Bank), whilst not allowing other
player(s) to complete the same task.     

HOW TO PLAY
Decide who plays first.

Play starts with the first player picking up
their 4 cards and 1 additional card from the
top of their own reserve stack. Don't reveal
to other players what cards you have in
your hand.

From the 5 cards you now have, read the
action instructions on the cards and select
which card you want to play.  Lay that card
down on your own discard stack, face up for
all to see. Now make the move as per the
cards instruction. You are once again left
with 4 cards in your hand. It is now the turn
of the next player.

Play continues in a clockwise direction. A
player only takes a card from their own
reserve stack when it is their turn. From the
5 cards they then have, they choose their
card to play. 

When a players reserve stack is all used,
shuffle only the cards that are face up in 
 your own discard stack and re set face
down as your new reserve stack.

THE WINNER

Is the person who successfully places all
their money bags into the equivalent 'bank'
spaces on the opposite side of the board
from where they started. 

Game can continue to find 2nd or 3rd
place..

Cash Trap Rules & More
Always options! - At times you may want a quiet thoughtful game. But on other

games, revenge or working with an opponent is the way to play.

Number of Players Chart  & Approximate Play Time 
The official start;- 

 

4 players - 4 Money Bags
3 players - 6 Money Bags
2 players - 8 Money Bags

OFFICIAL RULES

Only 1 money bag is allowed per square.

Any number of your own money bags can be
used to complete a move.

When moving own money bags they can only
move forwards or sideways. You cannot move
own money bag backwards or diagonally.

You cannot jump over any money bags or
cash traps.

All money bags must be maneuvered around
the cash trap large centre square.

Money bags cannot move sideways within
either the starting places or the bank area.

The correct amount of moves must be used
to enter the bank. Entering into the bank is
counted as one move.

When a money bag reaches the bank it is
home safe and cannot be removed.

Only 1 cash trap can be placed on any grid
line at any one time this includes cash traps
placed on any base line. 

Cash traps if removed are put back in the
large center square.

On your play, once you release the playing
piece you cannot change your mind.

If a full move is not possible, discard any one
card of choice as your play. It is not
permitted to say you cannot go if you can.

Variations
Play with any number of money bags.

Play in teams. (for more eyes on the game)

Play a super charged game allowing players 
or spectators to openly comment or advice.

Play a quieter game, hoping players don't
notice your advances.

Combine all 56 cards, shuffle, deal 4 cards to
each player then draw from only one stack.

Have players shuffle any opponents cards.

Create your own house rules.

Good to Know
No game is ever the same.

Children can learn about strategies in a fun &
simple way.

Money bags can act as a temporary obstruction.

When poised to enter your bank, placing a cash
traps behind and / or to the side of you can help
stop an opponent from pushing you back.

If you keep your discard stack tight, opponents
may not recall all of what you have played.

As moves can sometimes take a while, you 
may wish to introduce a time limit per play.

Cash Trap is a family game where children
stand an equal chance of winning. - An adults
game where you truly find out who your friends
are, and a children's only game that should
keep them entertained.

Play pieces: 8 each of red, yellow, green and blue money bags, 30 cash traps and 56 Action Cards -14 of each color. 
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